
Ergativity, Ausativity, and the Order of Merge and AgreeGereon Müller, Universität Leipzig‡February 5, 2008The goal of this paper is to outline the ore of a new minimalist analysis of ausativevs. ergative patterns of argument enoding (via ase marking or agreement). Theentral observation is that indeterminaies may arise in the appliation of the twoelementary operations Merge and Agree (see Chomsky (2000; 2001)), given that theyboth obey an Earliness requirement (see Pesetsky (1989)); and the entral laim Iwould like to put forward is that a prinipled resolution of one suh indeterminay(on the vP yle) in one or the other diretion yields an ausative or ergativeenoding pattern for arguments. The analysis an be extended so as to over varioustypes of splits that have been noted in the literature (among them tense/aspet-based splits and lause type-based splits).1. Argument Enoding PatternsThere are two basi enoding patterns for external and internal argument DPs(DPext, DPint) of transitive and intransitive verbs (Vt, Vi) that are not lexiallymarked. In an ausative pattern, DPint of Vt is enoded by ausative morphology;DPext of Vt and Vi, and DPint of Vi are enoded by nominative morphology. In on-trast, in a (pure) ergative pattern, DPext of Vt is enoded by ergative morphology;DPext of Vi, and DPint of Vt and Vi are enoded by absolutive morphology. This isillustrated shematially in (1) (see Plank (1995)).(1) a. Ausative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vtnom a b. Ergative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vterg absArgument enoding an proeed by ase-marking on the DP argument (`dependent-marking') or by agreement-marking on the verb (`head-marking'); see Nihols (1986),Baker (1996). I take this issue to be orthogonal to the hoie of enoding pattern as
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suh, and will use the terms `ausative', `nominative', `ergative', and `absolutive'indisriminately for ase- and agreement-marking throughout this paper, with aseas a over term for both.1 In what follows, I give examples instantiating eah of thefour language types that result from ross-lassifying type (ausative vs. ergative)and and plae (ase vs. agreement) of argument enoding.The Ielandi examples in (2) illustrate an ausative ase-marking pattern.DPint of Vt is marked by ausative; other primary arguments reeive nominative.(2) a. Sól-Ø=insun-sg.nom=det.sg.fem.nom skín-Øshine-3.sg`The sun is shining.' (Kress (1982, 263))b. Ólaf-urOlaf-sg.nom byrja-ð-ibegin-past-3.sg oftoo sein-tlate-3.sg.neut`Olaf began too late.'. Ólaf-urOlaf-sg.nom las-Øread.past-3.sg bók-Ø=inabook-sg.a=det.sg.fem.a`Olaf read the book.' (SigurDsson (2002, 698))An ausative pattern that relies on agreement-marking an be found in Navajo. Anintransitive ontext is given in (3-a), transitive ontexts are shown in (3-b). Again,DPint of Vt is enoded by one type of morphologial marker (ausative), whereasall other primary arguments are enoded by another marker (nominative).2(3) a. (Y)i-sh-haØ-1.sg.nom-ry`I am rying.'b. Ni-sh-h'id2.sg.a-1.sg.nom-srath`I am srathing you.'. Shí-í-ní-gháád1.sg.a-perf-2.sg.nom-shake`You shook me.' (Speas (1990, 209))A language that instantiates an ergative ase-marking pattern in a relatively pureway is Arhi (North-Cauasian, Daghestanian; see Kibrik (1979)). DPext of Vtis singled out and marked by ergative ase; all other primary arguments reeive1 This extension of the traditional ase terminology to agreement-marking may be more ommonfor ergative systems than for ausative systems; see, e.g., Bikel & Nihols (2001).2 Overt argument DPs are usually optional in head-marking languages; I assume that primaryarguments are nevertheless present in the syntax here, in the form of empty DP pronouns (seeBaker (1996), Bruening (2001) for some of the options that arise under this general view). TheNavajo agreement markers are usually alled `subjet' and `objet' markers in the literature, andglossed here with the labels nom and a; they are fusional and enode person and number inaddition to ase. 2



absolutive ase. (4-a) provides an intransitive ontext, (4-b) a transitive one.3(4) a. Dija-Øfather:I-sg.abs w-ir	x◦inI.sg-work`Father is working.'b. Dija-mufather:I-sg.erg 	x◦alli-Øbread:III-sg.abs b-ar-²iIII.sg-bake-ger b-iIII.sg-Aux`Father is baking the bread.' (Kibrik (1979, 67))Finally, Sierra Popolua (Meso-Amerian, Mixe-Zoque; see Elson (1960), Marlett(1986)) exhibits an ergative enoding pattern that relies on agreement-marking.DPext of Vt is enoded by one type of agreement marker (ergative); all other primaryarguments are enoded by another type of agreement marker (absolutive).4 (5-ab)illustrate intransitive ontexts; (5-d) provide transitive ontexts.(5) a. A-n1k-pa1.abs-go-in`I am going.' (Marlett (1986, 364))b. A-p1:²iñ1.abs-man`I am a man.'. A-Ø-ko¼-pa1.abs-3.erg-hit-in`He is hitting me.'d. Ø-AN-ko¼-pa3.abs-1.erg-hit-in`I am hitting him.' (Elson (1960, 208))These examples may su�e as an illustration of the two basi argument enod-ing patterns, by ase-marking and by agreement-marking. Needless to say, losersrutiny reveals the atual situation to be more involved in all four languages, withvarious interfering fators emerging that blur the simple piture arising on the basisof the data presented here. Still, the ore of the systems of argument enoding inthese languages is either (1-a) or (1-b), and these two patterns need to be derivedin a simple and general way. What follows is an attempt to do this by resolvingan indeterminay in the appliation of elementary minimalist operations that anindependently be observed.3 I, III are noun lasses (there are eight); ase markers bear number information (Kibrik (2003,53�)).4 The agreement markers also indiate person, but not number; the latter plays a minor role inSierra Popolua morphology (Elson (1960, 209/218)).
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2. A Case of Indeterminay on the vP CyleLet me begin with some bakground assumptions (based on Chomsky (2000; 2001;2005a;b)). Assume that syntati struture is reated inrementally, bottom-up, bythe elementary operations Merge and Agree, and by Move (whih may or may notbe a speial ase of Merge � e.g., �internal� Merge �, and whih will not play a majorrole in what follows). For present purposes, the operations Merge and Agree an beunderstood as in (6) and (7), respetively.5(6) Merge:
α an be merged with β, forming a projetion of α, if α bears a subategorizationfeature [•F•℄ and F is the label of β.Aording to (6), Merge operations do not ome for free (as assumed by Chomsky(2001; 2005a), among others). Rather, they are driven by subategorization features(whih I note here as [•F•℄, following Hek & Müller (2007)); see Svenonius (1994),Collins (2003), Adger (2003), Lehner (2004), Kobele (2006) Sternefeld (2006), andPesetsky & Torrego (2006).6(7) Agree:
α an agree with β with respet to a feature bundle Γ i� (a), (b), and () hold:a. α bears a probe feature [∗F∗℄ in Γ, β bears a mathing goal feature [F℄ in

Γ.7b. α m-ommands β.8. There is no δ suh that (i) and (ii) hold:(i) δ is loser to α than β.9(ii) δ bears a feature [F℄ that has not yet partiipated in Agree.5 In (6) and in (7), α, β, δ stand for ategories.6 Merge of adverbs may or may not require additional assumptions on this approah; not muhdepends on this in the present ontext, though.7 Starring a feature indiates its probe status, here and in what follows; see Roberts & Roussou(2002), Adger (2003), and Sternefeld (2006) for this kind of notational devie.8 This permits an Agree relation between a head and its spei�er, as seems natural. This assumtionwill turn out to be ruial for the analysis. It should be noted, though, that Chomsky (2001; 2005a)expliitly rejets suh a possibility.9 δ is loser to α than β if the path from δ to α is shorter than the path from β to α. The pathfrom X to Y is the set of ategories Z suh that (a) and (b) hold: (a) Z is re�exively dominatedby the minimal XP that dominates both X and Y. (b) Z dominates X or Y. (See Müller (1998,130); also f. Pesetsky (1982, 289), Collins (1994, 56).) The length of a path is determined byits ardinality. It follows that the spei�er and the omplement of a head qualify as equally loseto the head; and that the spei�er of a head is loser to the head than a ategory that is furtherembedded in the omplement of the head. 4



Thus, Agree operations are driven by a probe seeking a goal (7-a), require m-ommand (7-b), and obey minimality (7-). I assume that Agree needs only identityof probe and goal features to apply, and an thus apply if probe and goal di�er intheir feature value (i.e., if the feature spei�ations are di�erent); but if it does so,it is unsuessful and reates a rash of the derivation.10Suppose further (following Chomsky (2000; 2001)) that the basi lause strutureonsists of CP, TP, vP, and VP; that lexial items that are to partiipate in deriva-tions are seleted from the lexion pre-syntatially, and assembled in a numerationN (or lexial array); that DPint is merged in VP, whereas DPext is merged in vP,as a spei�er; and, �nally, that T and v are involved in the strutural enoding ofprimary arguments (i.e., DPext and DPint arguments for whih no inherent/lexialase is spei�ed), by bearing features that at as probes and thus trigger Agreeoperations.More spei�ally, I will assume that that there is only one strutural argumentenoding feature, ase, whih an have two values: ext(ernal) and int(ernal) (de-termined with respet to vP, the prediate domain). The feature spei�ations[ase:ext℄ and [ase:int℄ replae the traditional feature spei�ations [ase:nom℄,[ase:a℄, [ase:abs℄, [ase:erg℄. [ase℄ features �gure in Agree relations involv-ing T/v and DP, where T bears a probe [∗ase:ext∗℄ requiring a mathing [ase:ext℄goal on DP, and v bears a probe [∗ase:int∗℄ requiring a mathing [ase:int℄ goalon DP.11 Case-marking and agreement-marking both depend on an Agree relationbetween T/v and DP, and thus qualify as two sides of the same oin (see, e.g.,Bobaljik & Wurmbrand (2003)): Argument enoding proeeds by ase marking if[ase:α℄ is morphologially realized on DP; it proeeds by agreement-marking if10 This implies a heking (rather than valuation) approah to Agree. However, all that followswould in priniple also be ompatible with a valuation approah; see Hek & Müller (2007).11 This deviates from Chomsky (2001, 6). Still, what follows would in its essentials also be ompat-ible with the assumption that some other features (e.g., Φ-features) on T/v at as probes foringAgree with DP, and ase is part of the feature bundle Γ in the sense of (7). However, Chomskyfurther assumes that ase is `not a feature of [...℄ T, v' (even though `the value assigned de-pends on the probe: nominative for T, ausative for v'), whih might raise questions onerningagreement-marking under present assumptions.
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[∗ase:α∗℄ is morphologially realized on T/v.12 ,13Independently of these spei� assumptions about the values of ase, it is aonspiuous property of the overall system that v (unlike T or V) plays a dual role:It partiipates in a (�rst) Merge operation with a DP, and it also partiipates inan Agree relation with a DP. I will now argue that this dual role has far-reahingonsequenes for the nature of argument enoding in a language.Consider �rst a simple transitive ontext, with two arguments DPint, DPext.Suppose that the derivation has reahed a stage Σ where v has been merged with aVP ontaining DPint, with DPext waiting to be merged with v in the workspae of thederivation.14 At this point, an indeterminay in rule appliation arises: The nextoperation ould be either Agree(v,DPint) or Merge(DPext,v). Based on eonomyonsiderations, Chomsky (2001) proposes an Earliness requirement for syntatioperations (see Pesetsky (1989)).15 Given Earliness, operations like Merge and Agreemust apply as soon as their strutural onditions are met, whih they both are atstage Σ in the derivation under onsideration. Consequently, there is a dilemma:Only one operation an apply �rst, as required by Earliness. In view of this, onemight onlude that an Earliness requirement should be abandoned for either Mergeor Agree, so as to resolve the indeterminay. However, suh a step would make itneessary to deny all empirial relevane of Earliness for one of the two operations,12 The two options are not mutually inompatible and often o-exist to some extent in a singlelanguage (f., e.g., nominative enoding via ase and agreement in Ielandi); but see Nihols(1986) for some distributional asymmetries. In languages that employ both ase and agreement,the enoding patterns an sometimes be mixed, suh that, e.g., ase marking involves an ergativeenoding pattern, and agreement involves an ausative enoding pattern. In these ases, I willtake the ase marking pattern to be primary. For now, I will have to leave open the question ofwhih additional assumptions are neessary (in the approah to be developed below) to derive thediverging agreement pattern.13 Morphologial agreement marking on T/v requires omplex head formation (involving T, v, V),at least in the languages under onsideration. I assume that this is aomplished by head movement(and, perhaps, head lowering), followed by post-syntati insertion of agreement markers into T/v(Halle & Marantz (1993)). See Embik & Noyer (2001), Bobaljik (2002) for disussion of the role ofhead movement in this; and Müller (2006) for an aount of the morphology of agreement-markingin Sierra Popolua along these lines.14 The workspae of the derivation omprises items in the numeration and phrases that have beenreated independently; DPext belongs to the former if it is a bare lexial item, and to the latterif it has been reated via Merge. See, among others, Frampton & Gutman (1999) and Hornstein(2001) for relevant disussion.15 See Chomsky (2001, 15): �With the motivation for Prorastinate gone, onsiderations of e�ientomputation would lead us to expet something like the opposite: Perform omputations as quikly6



and it would also be at variane with the eonomy-based motivation.16 In ontrast,I would like to ontend that on�its of this type are real, and must be resolved ina language by giving one Earliness requirement priority over the other in the aseof on�it � in other words, by ranking the two requirements.17 It turns out thatthis not only resolves the indeterminay enountered on the vP yle; it is in fatall that needs to be assumed to derive the ore di�erene between ausative andergative enoding patterns.3. Transitive Contexts: The Order of Elementary OperationsSuppose �rst that a language gives priority to the Earliness ondition on Agree inthe ase of on�it. Then, an ausative pattern arises (see (8-a)): At stage Σ,Agree(v,DPint) applies �rst (step (i)). Sine v is marked [∗ase:int∗℄, this ensures a[ase:int℄ spei�ation on DPint. If DPint is spei�ed as [ase:ext℄, Agree(v,DPint)applies unsuessfully, and the derivation rashes.18 DPext is merged in Spev in thenext step (step (ii)). The derivation ontinues, merging T and vP, and then arryingout Agree(T,DPext), whih requires [ase:ext℄ on DPext (step (iii)). The morpholog-ial realization of an internal enoding feature [(∗)ase:int(∗)℄ with Agree(v,DPint)(by ase or agreement) an be alled ausative; the morphologial realization of anexternal enoding feature [(∗)ase:ext(∗)℄ with Agree(T,DPext) an be alled nomi-native. This aounts for argument enoding in transitive ontexts in languages likeIelandi and Navajo: The internal argument is marked by the internal ase, theexternal argument is marked by the external ase.19as possible.�16 Reza (2003, 158), in disussing stage Σ, taitly presupposes that Earliness holds only for Agree(even though he envisages Agree(v,DPext) as a general possibility underlying ases of `agreementdisplaement'). However, there is empirial evidene for an Earliness requirement for Merge, andsuh a requirement has been assumed in pratie; f. the disussion of Merge before Move inChomsky (1995; 2000; 2001).17 This amounts to an optimization proedure, with minimal violability of the lower-ranked re-quirement; see Prine & Smolensky (1993). However, the optimization involved here is extremelyloal (ompeting andidates are derivational steps), whih avoids the omplexity problems inurredby standard optimization proedures; see Hek & Müller (2000; 2003). Note also that the samekind of loal optimization proedure underlies the Merge before Move priniple.18 Reall that I have adopted a heking approah to Agree relations like ase assignment (and nota valuation approah). Under a valuation approah, a v marked [∗ase:int∗℄ would automatiallyinstantiate [ase:int℄ on DPint (thereby raising questions for orrelations between interpretatibilityand valuation that are standardly assumed), so that the problemati (non-mathing) situationould not arise in the �rst plae. As noted, the issue of heking vs. valuation is irrelevant for theapproah to variation in argument enoding adopted here.19 In all languages disussed in this setion, Agree triggered by [∗ase:α∗℄ also a�ets Φ-features.7



In ontrast, suppose now that a language gives priority to the Earliness onditionon Merge. Then, an ergative pattern arises (see (8-b)): At stage Σ, Merge(DPext,v)must apply �rst (step (i)). Cruially, DPext is now loser to v than DPint (f. note9), and given that Agree relations are subjet to a minimality requirement and re-quire only m-ommand by the probe (see (7)), the next operation will have to beAgree(v,DPext), in a spei�er/head on�guration (step (ii)). This requires [ase:int℄on DPext. Subsequently, T is merged, and Agree(T,DPint) is arried out (step (iii)),with [ase:ext℄ for DPint.20 The morphologial realization of an internal enodingfeature [(∗)ase:int(∗)℄ with Agree(v,DPext) an be alled ergative; the morphologi-al realization of an external enoding feature [(∗)ase:ext(∗)℄ with Agree(T,DPint)an be alled absolutive. This aounts for argument enoding in transitive ontextsin languages like Arhi and Sierra Popolua: The internal argument is marked bythe external ase; the external argument is marked by the internal ase.21(8) a. Agree before Merge: ausativeTP T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPDPext v′(iii) v[∗c:int∗] VP(ii) V DPint(i)
b. Merge before Agree: ergativeTP T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPDPext v′(i) v[∗c:int∗] VP(iii) (ii) V DPintTo sum up so far, I have proposed an aount of the di�erene between ergativeand ausative systems of argument enoding in transitive ontexts that has the fol-lowing properties (whih, taken together, set it apart from all alternative analyses20 This Agree operation is just loal enough to be in aordane with the liberal version of the PhaseImpenetrability Condition (PIC) in Chomsky (2001, 14) (or with the `alternative' interpretation ofthe PIC that is available to languages; see Rihards (2004; 2007)). (Also, DPext does not intervene,given (7-)).21 Some remarks are due on how the present approah is related to other analyses that identifya di�erene in strutural ase assignment as the soure of the two basi argument enodingtypes (as opposed to di�erenes in projetion, as in Marantz (1984), or di�erenes in lexial aseassignment, as in Nash (1996), Alexiadou (2001), and Woolford (2001)). The analyses in Levin &Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995, h.3), Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Reza (2003), and Bobaljik& Branigan (2006) di�er from the one given here in that ergative is identi�ed with nominative, andabsolutive with ausative. Bittner & Hale (1996b) identify absolutive and nominative but treatergative and ausative di�erently. The losest predeessor of the present proposal is the analysisin Murasugi (1992) (also see Jelinek (1993), Ura (2000; 2006)), where nominative is identi�ed withabsolutive, and ergative with ausative. 8



I am aware of; see footnote 21): First, the projetion of arguments is idential inboth enoding systems. Seond, no semantially irrelevant projetions (like AgrSP,AgrOP, et.) need to be assumed, in line with the program laid out in Chomsky(1995). Third, ase determination is independent of movement. Fourth, the analy-sis identi�es erg with a, and abs with nom. The former ases are internal (tovP); the latter ones are external.22 Finally, it is worth pointing out that no reourseis made to arbitrary parametrizations � the indeterminay in rule appliation on thevP yle arises independently, and Earliness requirements are independently moti-vated for syntati operations, so some resolution of the kind skethed here must beassumed anyway.234. Intransitive Contexts: Case Feature Spei�ations in NumerationsConsider next intransitive ontexts. Unheked probes lead to a rash of the deriva-tion; hene, [∗ase:α∗℄ must be absent on either T or v in the derivation if only oneDP is present that provides a mathing goal feature spei�ation [ase:α℄. Thus,again, there is an indeterminay, and again, the problem arises independently of spe-22 Independent evidene for this treatment of ergative and absolutive as essentially idential asesmay ome from the fat that nominative and absolutive are generally morphologially less markedthan ergative and ausative (see Comrie (1989, 126), Dixon (1994, 11); and Cysouw et al. (2006)for the exeption to the rule). In the present approah, this an be interpreted as a preferene formorphologial realization of internal strutural ase (i.e., v-related ase) over external struturalase (i.e., T-related ase). However, this argument may not be onlusive. Adopting an approahwhere T is onsidered responsible for nominative and ergative, and v for ausative and absolutive,Chomsky (1993) suggests that the orret generalization with respet to morphologial realizationmight be that �the �ative� element typially assigns a less-marked Case to its Spe.� A similar kindof approah is developed by Bobaljik (1993), based on an Obligatory Case Parameter. Aordingto this parameter, one of the two ore ases is obligatory. In ausative languages, the obliga-tory ase is the ase assigned by AgrS/T (nominative/ergative); in ergative languages, it is thease assigned by AGRO/v (ausative/absolutive). With respet to the morphologial realizationasymmetry, Bobaljik (1993, 51) states: �Presumably, the observed morphologial tendeny towardsnull morphology for these Cases [i.e., nominative and absolutive℄ is a re�etion of this obligatorystatus.�23 In ontrast, existing analyses that share the same basi haraterization of ases (ergative asausative, and absolutive as nominative) need to resort to spei� parameters without independentmotivation. Thus, Murasugi (1992) assumes that the basi argument enoding parameter an
9



i� assumptions about ase feature values.24 I will suggest that several prinipledsolutions are available.Consider a derivation that fails to provide a mathing goal feature spei�ationfor eah probe feature spei�ation that it employs. Suh a derivation is doomedfrom the start. It should therefore be exluded in some general way. A plaewhere this an be ensured straightforwardly is the numeration � a omponent ofgrammar that does not yet involve struture (outside of individual lexial items) butprovides just enough information to formulate onstraints that redue the numberof unsuessful derivations. For onreteness, I assume the following onstraint onnumerations:25(9) Feature Balane:For every feature spei�ation [∗F:α∗℄, there must be a mathing feature spe-i�ation [F:α℄.It follows that either [∗ase:ext∗℄ on T or [∗ase:int∗℄ on v must be absent ifthere is only one D with a ase feature in the numeration. But whih of the two?One possibility is suggested by markedness onsiderations: [(∗)ase:ext(∗)℄ (nom-inative/absolutive) is unmarked, [(∗)ase:int(∗)℄ (ausative/ergative) is marked,both from a syntati and from a morphologial point of view. Syntatially, nom-inative/absolutive is the type of ase used in default ontexts. Morphologially,at least as a robust tendeny, nominative and absolutive markers are segmentallyless omplex than ausative and ergative markers (see footnote 22). Thus, assumethat (9) is respeted in intransitive ontexts by maintaining the unmarked featurespei�ation. Then, [∗ase:ext∗℄ on T has to show up, and [∗ase:int∗℄ annotbe instantiated on v in the numeration.26 Consequently, the sole argument of anultimately be redued to the question of whether T or v (or, in her terms: AgrS or AgrO) is �strong�(also reall Chomsky's (1995) notion of �ative� funtional head); but there is no morphologialorrelate on the funtional head assoiated with this notion of �strength�. Alternatively, Ura (2006)assumes that the ergative parameter onsists in whether or not an external argument in Spev anundergo Agree in a base-generated position � if it an, ase is assigned to it by v, if not, by T.24 A faithfully updated version of Burzio's generalization (�v an bear [∗ase:int∗℄ i� V takes aDPext�, f. Burzio (1986, 185)) would still require an auxiliary assumption to derive the patternsin (1) (the problem is to ensure that DPext of Vi annot be marked by ausative/ergative).25 This onstraint may possibly be oneived of as a speial ase of a more general requirement fornumerations, whih, e.g., might also ensure the presene of exatly n lexial items that an serveas arguments for every n-plae prediate (essentially, a version of the Θ-Criterion). Also ompareStabler's (1996) disussion of ount invariants.26 Alternatively: [∗ase:int∗℄ is deleted on v in the numeration. One may either assume that(�nite) T and v bear ase features as a lexial property, whih an then be deleted in the numer-ation if onstraints like Feature Balane fore this; or that ase features are inserted on T and10



intransitive prediate (DPext or Dint) is predited to be enoded by [(∗)ase:ext(∗)℄(nominative/absolutive), after Agree(T,DPext) or Agree(T,DPint), whih apturesthe situation in the types of language disussed so far.However, suppose now that there is a seond way for a language to respet (9): Inthe numeration, a ase feature spei�ation must be mathed by the argument typeof a D with respet to markedness; this an be viewed as an ioniity onstraint onnumerations. The unmarked situation for an argument of a prediate is to be mergedin that prediate's projetion; `externalization' of an argument an be viewed as aspeial operation in argument strutures (see, e.g., Williams (1981)) whih has thee�et that the subategorization feature [•D•℄ introduing an external argument isloated on v rather than on V. Consequently, with respet to argument type, DPextis inherently more marked than a DPint. Under this assumption, a marked featurespei�ation ([∗ase:int∗℄ on v) must show up in the numeration in the preseneof a V taking an marked argument (DPext), and an unmarked feature spei�ation([∗ase:ext∗℄ on T) ours in the presene of a V taking an unmarked argument(DPint). A language that hooses this option does not di�er from the languagesonsidered thus far in transitive ontexts, but it does in intransitive ontexts. Sup-pose that suh a language exhibits an ergative marking pattern (by giving priorityto Merge over Agree on the vP yle). Then, DPint undergoes an Agree(T,DPint)operation and is enoded by absolutive in intransitive ontexts, whereas DPext par-tiipates in Agree(v,DPext) and is enoded by ergative. This way, an `ative' systemof split ergativity arises; see (10).(10) Ative ergative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vterg absAgain restriting attention to the ore system, (10-a) is instantiated in languageslike Basque (with ase) and Guaraní (with agreement); see (11), (12), respetively.(11) a. Jon-ØJon-abs etorriome:ptp.prf dais:3.sg.intr`Jon ame.'b. Jon-ekJon-erg saltatujump:ptp.prf duhave:3.sg.tr`Jon jumped.'v in the numeration by redundany rules, whih an then be bloked by onstraints like FeatureBalane. It is hard to see how the two options ould make a di�erene empirially; for the sakeof onreteness, I presuppose the seond (arguably somewhat simpler) approah, here and in whatfollows. 11



. Jon-ekJon-erg ardo-a-Øwine-det-abs ekarribring:ptp.prf duhave:3.sg.tr`Jon brought the wine.' (Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina (2003, 364))(12) a. �e-manu¼a1.sg.abs-remember`I remember.'b. A-ma.apo1.sg.erg-work`I work.'. Ø-Ai-pete3.sg.abs-1.sg.erg-hit`I hit him.' (Gregores & Suárez (1967))The present analysis does not per se exlude an `anti-ative' pattern, as in (13).Anti-ative marking would arise in an ausative system that instantiates (or pre-serves) the ase feature spei�ation mathing the argument type in markedness inintransitive ontexts (rather than the ase feature spei�ation that is unmarked);it di�ers from the ausative pattern in (1-a) in enoding DPext of Vi by ausative.This type of enoding pattern does not seem to our. However, there is an obviousproblem with (10-b) (see Behert (1979)): In an anti-ative pattern, there is not asingle impliational relation between ase feature spei�ation and argument type.Consequently, the pattern is extremely dysfuntional and poses severe di�ultiesfor language aquisition.27(13) Anti-ative ausative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vtnom aFinally, there ould be a third prinipled way of seleting a unique ase feature inintransitive ontexts in order to respet (9) (next to instantiation of the unmarkedase feature, and instantiation of the ioni ase feature). Suppose that, in anausative system (that gives priority to Agree over Merge on the vP level), theinternal ase feature shows up with internal arguments, and the external asefeature shows up with external arguments; i.e., there is a mathing requirement notwith respet to markedness (marked argument type orresponds to marked asefeature), but with respet to status (external argument orresponds to external asefeature). This will give rise to an ative ausative pattern, as in (14): v's ase27 This may imply that the pattern is in priniple available to the language faulty but unusable inpratie, or that optimal design restritions prevent it from being available in the �rst plae (e.g.,by requiring unambiguity of argument identi�ation); I will leave this open.12



feature not only determines the ase of the internal argument in transitive ontexts;it is also seleted for internal arguments in intransitive ontexts. In ontrast, T'sase feature enodes the external argument both in transitive ontexts (where v'sase feature has already been disharged when the external argument is merged),and in intransitive ontexts (the external ase feature is preserved for an externalargument).(14) Ative ausative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vtnom aSuh an enoding pattern is distributionally idential to an ative ergative pattern.Evidene distinguishing an ative ergative from an ative ausative pattern will thenhave to ome from independent soures (among them morphologial realization andsyntati ergativity). Plausible andidates for languages instantiating suh an ativeausative pattern inlude Eastern Pomo (extint; Hokan, California) and Aehnese(Austronesian, Northern Sumatra); see Bittner & Hale (1996b). Relevant examplesfrom Eastern Pomo are given in (15).(15) a. Míiphe.nom míip-alhim-a sáakakilled`He killed him.'b. Míip-alhim-a xáain the water baakúmafell`He fell in the water (aidentally).'. Míiphe.nom káluhuyawent home`He went home.'We have seen above that the preservation of the ioni ase feature leads to adysfuntional anti-ative enoding pattern in ausative language types. Similarly,the question arises as to what happens with a preservation of the status-mathingase feature in ergative language types. The answer is straightforward: This way,an anti-ative ergative enoding pattern will arise that is just as dysfuntional as itsausative ounterpart; see (16).(16) Anti-ative ergative markingDPext-Vi DPint-ViDPext-Vt DPint-Vterg absThus, we may onlude that there are three major strategies to omply with require-ment (9) in intransitive ontexts: Either the unmarked ase feature is preserved in13



numerations (whih derives the anonial ergative and ausative marking patterns);or the ase feature is maintained that mathes the sole remaining argument DP ineither ioniity (yielding an ative ergative pattern and a dysfuntional anti-ativeausative patten) or status (yielding an ative ausative pattern and a dysfun-tional anti-ative ergative pattern). One may speulate that the latter two strategiesrepresent more marked options.285. Further Cases of Split ErgativityThere are other instanes of split ergativity, in addition to an ative marking pattern� most notably, tense/aspet-based split ergativitiy, as in Burushaski (see Dixon(1994, 97-101), Georgian (see Comrie (1978), Nash (1996), Ura (2006)), and Hindi(see Mahajan (1990)); lause-type based split ergativity, as in Sierra Popolua (seeElson (1960)); and person-based split ergativity, as in Dyirbal (see Dixon (1994)).The goal of this setion is to show how these further ases of split ergativity anbe integrated into the present analysis. To this end, I will �rst present a minimallydi�erent version of the approah laid out in setion 2 above; the reason for this willbeome lear when I turn to tense/aspet-based split ergativity in Hindi after that.5.1. Feature HierarhiesReall the Agree/Merge indeterminay problem at stage Σ on the vP level: v hasboth a subategorization feature [•D•℄ that introdues the external argument, anda ase feature [∗ase:int∗℄ that is responsible for the realization of internal ase(ergative/ausative). Given Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree, a on�it28 It has sometimes been suggested that ative enoding patterns do not atually exist but ratherrepresent instanes of systemati, hidden transitivity. See, e.g., Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Nash(1996), and Bittner & Hale (1996a;b), among others. On this view, what looks like an intransitiveontext with ergative marking in languages like Basque, Guaraní, Hindi, and Georgian is really atransitive ontext with a hidden internal argument (whih an, e.g., be overtly realized as a ognateobjet); sometimes the presene of the internal argument is suggested by overt agreement mor-phology (e.g., in Basque). Pure ergative enoding patterns, as in languages like Arhi, Yup′ik, andSierra Popolua, may then arise beause the internal argument of the relevant verbs is inorporatedinto V; as a result, V would beome intransitive.I am skeptial that suh an approah an over all ases of ative enoding patterns. (It is alsoinstrutive to note that a onept of hidden transitivity is not invoked in optimality-theoretiapproahes like Kiparsky (1999), Stiebels (2000; 2002), Wunderlih (2000), Woolford (2001), andLee (2003), where deriving ative patterns from the theory does not pose a problem but ratherfollows straightforwardly from fatorial typology.) However, it is worth pointing out that a hiddentransitivity approah to ative enoding patterns would be ompatible with the present approahwithout further ado if we were to assume that only the option of preserving the unmarked asefeature (i.e., the ase feature of T) is available in intransitive ontexts in the numeration.14



arises, and this an be resolved by giving priority to one of the two Earliness re-quirements � whih one, is subjet to language-spei� parametrization.29 As noted,this amounts to a loal optimization proedure in syntax: Either the Earliness re-quirement for Merge outranks the Earliness requirement for Agree, or vie versa;and the lower-ranked requirement an be minimally violated (by postponing therespetive operation by one derivational step). However, there is an alternative wayof implementing the two possible solutions to the intederminay problem at stage
Σ that does without onstraint ranking and onstraint violability; one that may infat be independently motivated. Consider the question of how linking is broughtabout in urrent derivational syntati theories, i.e., how the order of Θ-roles inargument strutures of prediates in the lexion is mirrored by argument realizationin syntax.30 For examples like (17), the task is to derive that John1 is interpretedas agent, a book2 as theme, and Mary3 as goal.(17) John1 gave a book2 to Mary3One possible strategy is to assume that syntati positions are provided with �xedargument struture orrelates, suh that, e.g., a DP daughter of vP is interpretedas agent, a DP daughter of VP is interpreted as theme, and a PP daughter ofV′ is interpreted as goal; suh an approah is adopted in Adger (2003). On thisview, an example like (18) is lassi�ed as ungrammatial beause it emerges asuninterpretable: The VP-internal arguments annot be assoiated with Θ-roles.(18) *[vP JohnAgent gave+v [VP to Mary?? tV a book ℄℄??However, it is not really lear that this is the right approah to take: A sentene like(18) an perfetly well be understood by speakers of English � it just happens toviolate formal rules of grammar. I would therefore like to adopt another approah tolinking in minimalist grammars, one that has its roots in ategorial grammar and hasa long tradition in transformational and phrase struture grammar (see Lewis (1972),Pollard & Sag (1994), Wunderlih (1997), and Lehner (2004), among many others).Aording to this alternative approah to linking, Θ-roles are ordered in lexialentries of prediates, and they are mapped to a list of ategorial subategorizationfeatures (i.e., struture-building features: [•F•℄) in reverse order, as shematially29 Or, as argued in Hek & Müller (2007), phase-spei� parametrization � i.e., the resolution ofthe indeterminay on the vP level may di�er from the resolution of the indeterminay on the CPlevel, or on the DP level, within a single language.30 I am assuming here a standard approah to argument struture that relies on ordered lexialentries whih predit a hierarhy of Θ-roles (see, e.g., Bierwish (1988), Wunderlih (1997), andHeim & Kratzer (1998)). Things would be di�erent under radial approahes like the one developedin Borer (2004), where argument strutures are not basi, but are read o� syntati representations.15



depited in (19). There must then be a ondition ensuring that subategorizationfeatures are disharged one after the other, beginning at the top of the hierarhy(see below for a spei� suggestion).(19) a. Θ-roles:
Θ1 ≫ Θ2 ≫ Θ3 (Agent ≫ Theme ≫ Goal)b. Subategorization features:[•P•℄3 ≻ [•D•℄2 ≻ [•D•℄1In addition, I assume that there an also be subategorization features that donot go bak to Θ-grids. These kinds of subategorization features play a role instruture-building operations involving funtional ategories, and they also enterargument lists of lexial items. For example, VP is not Θ-marked by v, but vhas a subategorization feature [•V•℄ that permits Merge of v and VP; and similarreasonings apply in the ase of Merge (T,vP) and Merge (C,TP). At this point, thequestion arises of how an external argument DP omes to be base-generated in thespei�er of v. Based on Larson (1988) and subsequent work, two basi options havebeen pursued. One possibility (adopted in approahes that orrelate v with ausationor some related semanti onept; see Hale & Keyser (2002), Harley (1995), Kratzer(1996), Adger (2003), Ramhand (2003), Shäfer (2007), and referenes ited inthese works) is that Agent DPs are introdued by v. In the present approah, thiswould amount to a feature list [•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄ on v, with V disharged by Merge(v,VP) before D is disharged by Merge (v′,DP). On this view, transitive verbstake only one argument; and ditransitive verbs subategorize for two (rather thanthree) arguments. Alternatively, v is motivated solely by onsiderations pertainingto phrase struture geometry; external arguments remain true arguments of V, eventhough they are merged in the spei�er of v (see Haider (2000; 2006) for an analysisalong these lines, and Georgi & Müller (2007) for an implementation of this ideain terms of head movement by reprojetion). Here I adopt the former view. It anthen be onluded that v has two subategorization features that trigger Merge �one for the VP, and one for the external argument DP �, and it has a probe featurethat triggers Agree with an argument that gets enoded by v.31 Subategorizationfeatures ([•F•℄) must be ordered on lexial items (like v), i.e., they are part of astak. How do probe features ([∗F∗℄) of a lexial item (say, v) �t into this? Supposethat they an in priniple be interleaved with struture-building features ([•F•℄) ona lexial item; i.e., it is not neessarily the ase that all subategorization features31 Of ourse, v has two suh subategorization features only in lauses in whih an external argu-ment is present, not in intransitive unausative ontexts. See Chomsky (2001) for a systematidistintion between the two types of v. 16



must be heked before the �rst probe feature of a lexial item an be heked(however, a probe feature on top of feature stak is always going to lead to a rashof the derivation beause it an never be disharged � at the point where a topmostprobe feature must be heked, there is no omplement � let alone spei�er � yetin whih it ould possibly �nd a goal). As noted, given the existene of featurestaks assoiated with lexial items (possibly involving a mix of subategorizationfeatures and probe features), there has to be a ondition that states that only thehighest feature on the feature hierarhy is visible for Agree or Merge operations atany given stage of the derivation. This ondition an be formulated as part of ageneral Earliness requirement; f. (20).(20) Earliness:a. An operation-induing feature ([•F•] or [∗F∗]) must be heked immedi-ately.b. Only the topmost operation-induing feature ([•F•] or [∗F∗]) of a lexialitem is visible.Thus, given (20), only the highest feature on the feature hierarhy is visible forAgree and Merge at any given stage of the derivation. The onept of featureheking that is required for this analysis involves the notion of disharge: A probeor subategorization feature disappears (or beomes inert) after having triggered anoperation (Merge or Agree), and thus makes room for the next-lower feature on thehierarhy. On the basis of these assumptions, the ergative/ausative parameterdoes not rely on di�erent rankings of the Earliness requirements for Merge andAgree; rather, there is only one Earliness requirement, and the parameter is relatedto the order in whih v's [∗ase:int∗℄ probe feature and [•D•℄ subategorizationfeature show up on v's stak of operation-induing features. This is shown in (21).3232 Note that these hierarhies are only partial. The subategorization feature that triggers Mergeof v and VP (i.e., [•V•℄) must invariantly show up on top of both [∗ase:int∗℄ and [•D•℄ in v'sfeature stak. This is so for two reasons. First, VP must be merged before an external argumentDP is merged in vP. And seond (as noted above), probe features annot be topmost for prinipledreasons on a lexial item. This exludes four of the six logially possible hierarhies (indiated hereby #), leaving only the two hierarhies whih orrespond to those in (21). See (i-ab) vs. (i-def).(i) a. [•V•℄ ≻ [∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄b. [•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄ ≻ [∗ase:int∗℄. #[∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄d.#[•D•℄ ≻ [•V•℄ ≻ [∗ase:int∗℄e. #[∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄ ≻ [•V•℄f. #[•D•℄ ≻ [∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•V•℄ 17



(21) Ergative/ausative parameter:a. [∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄ on v: ausative enoding patternb. [•D•℄ ≻ [∗ase:int∗℄ on v: ergative enoding patternIf some language is equipped with a v on whih the order is [∗ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄,Agree with a VP-internal DP takes plae before the external argument DP is merged,and an ausative pattern arises. If, on the other hand, the order on v is [•D•℄ ≻[∗ase:int∗℄, an external argument DP is merged �rst (after v has been mergedwith VP), and the newly formed spei�er turns out to provide the losest goal forv's [∗ase:int∗℄ feature whose turn it is next to be disharged (see (7-)), yieldingan ergative enoding pattern.So far, this reanalysis might look like a notational variant of the approah laidout in setion 3 above.33 However, unlike the earlier approah, the new analysisturns out to make a simple aount of tense/aspet-based split ergativity possible.5.2. Tense/Aspet-Based Split ErgativityIn Hindi, a nominative-ausative pattern shows up in the imperfetive aspet,whereas an ergative-absolutive pattern ours in the perfetive aspet; see Mahajan(1990), Mohanan (1994), Dixon (1994), Woolford (2001), Anand & Nevins (2006),Ura (2006) and Keine (2007), among many others. The following data are takenfrom Mahajan (1990).34(22) a. RaamRam.mas-nom toTiibread.fem-a khaataaeat.imp.mas thaabe.past.mas33 Still, it might be worth noting that this view of the basi ergative/ausative parameter wouldbe more straightforwardly ompatible with approahes that do not envisage onstraint ranking as alegitimate onept than the analysis I have adopted so far. Basially, under the present perspetive,all parametrization ould be assumed to be loated in the properties of funtional heads; see Borer(1984), Chomsky (1995).34 In addition, Hindi exhibits a version of ative alignment in perfetive ontexts: In intransitiveontexts, sole arguments of unausative verbs are absolutive-marked; in ontrast, sole argumentsof unergative verbs are ergative-marked � but only (aording to standard wisdom) if the externalargument an be interpreted as volitional. Compare (i-a) with (i-b) (volititional vs. non-volitionalinterpretation with an unergative verb), and with (i-) (unausative verb); see Mohanan (1994),Lee (2003).(i) a. (Raam-do(Ram-dat aaanaksuddenly ²erlion-nom dikhaa.)appear.perf) Vah/*us-nehe-nom/*he-erg illaayaasream.perf`Ram suddenly saw a lion. He sreamed.'b. Us-ne/*vahhe-erg/*he-nom jaanbuujhkardeliberately illaayaashout-perf`He shouted deliberately.'. Raam/*Raam-neRam-nom/*Ram-erg giraafall-perf 18



`Ram (habitually) ate bread.'b. Raam-neRam-erg roTiibread-abs khaayiieat.perf.fem thiibe.past.fem`Ram had eaten bread.'Assuming that the ergative/ausative parameter does not redue to language-spei� ranking of Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree, but di�erent featurehierarhies for [•D•℄ and [∗ase:int∗℄ on v in a language, a simple solution o�ersitself for aspet-based split ergativity in Hindi (and related phenomena in other lan-guages): Suppose that a language is equipped with two types of v � one on whihthe order is [•D•℄ > [∗ase:int∗℄ (v1, giving rise to an ergative enoding pattern),and one that has a feature stak inluding the order [∗ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄ (v2,whih produes an ausative enoding pattern). Then, the o-ourrene of thetwo patterns in a single language is to be expeted. The only thing that remainsto be ensured for Hindi is that the right kind of v is hosen in the right kind ofaspet. This is a simple matter of seletion. Given that aspetual information isloated on T (though one ould just as well postulate a separate funtional ategoryAsp between T and v), a perfetive T selets v1, and an imperfetive T selets v2.For the sake of onreteness, this an be ahieved if it is assumed that T has asubategorization feature [•v•℄, and this feature is aompanied by a probe feature[∗1∗℄ if T is [+perf℄, and by a probe feature [∗2∗℄ if T is [�perf℄; orresponding goalfeatures [1℄, [2℄ haraterize the two v items of the language.35In ontrast, note that the version of the present approah to ergative vs. a-usative patterns of argument enoding developed in the previous part of this paperdoes not permit suh a simple approah to tense/aspet-based split ergativity: Onewould have to assume that Earliness requirements are not assoiated with grammars`Ram fell hard.'I have nothing to say here about the question of whether the data in (i) ould be integrated diretlyinto what is said about ative ergative marking in setion 4 (e.g., by assuming the non-volitionalsubjet in (i-a) to be VP-internal after all), or whether they require some (perhaps non-trivial)extension of the present system.35 This is essentially as in Gazdar et al. (1985). Alternatively, instead of using diaritis thatmediate between T's aspetual feature and the order of probe and subategorization features onv's feature stak, one might pursue the hypothesis that T an diretly �see� what v's feature staklooks like, and selet v appropriately. If one assumes that operation-induing features on v aredisharged by the operation they trigger, seletion of v by T will presumably have to be handled inthe numeration, rather than in the syntax (when T merges with vP, v has already lost its operation-induing features); e.g., via o-ourrene restritions. Alternatively, operation-induing featuresmay simply beome inert after having been heked, in the sense that they make the next-lowerfeature aessible (see (20)) but are still visible for seletion. Resolving these tehnial issues inone or the other way does not bear on the basi analysis, though.19



as a whole, or with phases (see Hek & Müller (2007) and footnote 29); rather, theywould have to be spei�ed for individual lexial items, distinguishing between twotypes of v in the ase at hand. Suh an assumption would ertainly be far fromimpossible, but it might be viewed as somewhat less attrative than the presentsolution.Under the present approah, then, ergative and ausative turn out to be re-alizations of the very same ase feature in Hindi. Still, this does not imply thatthey will have to be realized in the same way. Indeed, they are realized di�erentlyin Hindi � by -ne in one ase, and by Ø or -ko in the other ase.36 One and thesame abstrat ase feature [∗ase:int∗℄ may well be realized as x in ontext A(external argument DP), and as y in ontext B (internal argument DP), given thatmorphologial spell-out an depend on ontextual information (see Halle & Marantz(1993), Bobaljik (2000), and Trommer (2003), among many others).It seems likely that this kind of approah an be generalized so as to over otherinstanes of tense/aspet-based split ergativity; however, the question requires loseinvestigation for eah ase that has been suggested in the literature.37From a more general point of view, it an be noted that the present analysisleaves open the question of whether there is an inherent relation between, say, pasttense (or perfetive aspet) and an ergative enoding pattern on the one hand,and non-past tense (or imperfetive aspet) and ausative enoding pattern on theother. If suh a orrelation (as it is suggested, e.g., by Dixon (1994)) an ultimatelybe shown to exist (to determine this, a large sample of languages would have to be36 The onditions for hoosing among the latter allomorphs are related to general laws of di�erentialobjet marking. In this ontext, it is worth noting that it might in fat ultimately be possible toredue all variation in ase marking in Hindi to issues of morphologial realization, on the basisof the assumption that there is but a single syntati enoding pattern. See Keine (2007) for ananalysis along these lines, with impoverishment operations in a Distributed Morphology approahto morphologial realization taking over muh of the work that is standardly, and also in the presentsetion, attributed to di�erenes in syntati ase assignment.37 For instane, tense-based split ergativity in Georgian or Burushaski would follow under basiallythe same kinds of assumptions: If T is [+past℄, a v is seleted that exhibits the order [•D•℄ >[∗ase:int∗℄; if T is [�past℄, it requires a v with the reverse hierarhy [∗ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄, whihpredits an ergative pattern in the former ase, and an ausative pattern in the latter. Thisanalysis may be straightforward for Georgian, but it turns out that the situation might not bequite as simple in Burushaski: In Burushaski, there is no marking whatsoever in (what would bepredited as) the ausative enoding pattern (Dixon (1994, 100)). Therefore, I take it to be anopen question whether Burushaski does indeed involve a true syntati split in enoding patterns,or whether postulating a uniform ergative pattern, with systemati non-realization of the ergativease feature in non-past ontexts in the morphologial omponent, might o�er a more adequateanalysis. See the previous footnote. 20



investigated), this might arguably imply that the present approah would have tobe modi�ed so as to apture the generalization. For the time being, it may su�eto note that existing approahes to tense/aspet-based split ergativity generally donot seem to fare muh better with respet to the issue of deriving the putativegeneralization.385.3. Clause Type-Based Split ErgativityAs shown above (see (5)), Sierra Popolua exempli�es a relatively anonial sys-tem of ergative ase enoding by agreement (head marking). Still, as noted byElson (1960, 208) and Marlett (1986, 364), in ertain kinds of lauses this systemis replaed with an ausative pattern of argument enoding. More spei�ally, thisa�ets temporal adjunt lauses that do not have a Spanish omplementizer (the na-tive temporal omplementizer is mu (`when'), whih alternates with Spanish uando(`when')); and to some extent also lauses embedded under intransitive verbs. Con-sider (23-ab), whih involves an ausative pattern in embedded lauses introduedby mu.(23) a. muwhen an-n1k1.nom-go`when I went'b. muwhen an-i²1.nom�see a:ñsnake`when I saw a snake'38 Dixon's (1994) own aount remains largely impressionisti, drawing analogies to the typialstruture of rime novels. In optimality-theoreti approahes, a uniform pattern arises: Takingthe ase of Hindi as a representative example, all existing analyses seem to agree that the e�etis due to a high-ranked onstraint that is ative in perfetive ontexts only, and that ensuresthat an (otherwise expeted) ausative enoding pattern is suppressed in these ontexts in favourof an ergative enoding pattern. Thus, Woolford's (2001) high-ranked onstraint Faith-Lexperfdemands that ergative ase (assumed to be inherent on a ertain lass of verbs) is realized in anoptimal output; this onstraint outranks an opposite onstraint *Erg that requires ergative tobe absent throughout (it does so suessfully in imperfetive ontexts for whih there is no high-ranked Faith-Lex onstraint). Similarly, in Kiparsky's (1999) analysis there is a high-rankedonstraint Max([+lr℄)/[+perf℄ with the same e�et: [+lr℄ stands for the ergative ase, and theonstraint demands that this ase be realized in perfetive environments. Given that the generalonstraint against ergative ase is ranked lower, ergative is suessfully imposed in perfetiveontexts. Yet another version of this optimality-theoreti reasoning an be found in Lee (2003):A ranking Ergperf ≫ *Erg on�nes ergative ase to perfetive environments in Hindi. Finally,Stiebels (2000; 2002) presents an analysis that is minimally di�erent in that the basi logi isreversed: *[+lr℄/[�perf℄ (whih prohibits ergative marking in imperfetive ontexts) outranks ageneral onstraint stating that external arguments in transitive lauses are always marked ergative;this latter, lower-ranked onstraint an then only spring into ation, and indue ergative ase, in21



Here, an (internal or external) argument of an intransitive prediate is marked inthe same way as the external argument of a transitive verb. This an be taken toimply that, as we have just seen for Hindi (Georgian, Burushaski), two types of vare present in the language: As the default ase, v1 is hosen from the numerationin Sierra Popolua; on v1, the relevant operation-induing subategorization andprobe features are ordered in suh a way that they produe an ergative enodingpattern (viz., [•D•℄ > [∗ase:int∗℄). However, the language is also equipped with aseond v, v2, whih indues an ausative marking pattern (via the feature hierarhy[∗ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄); v2 is seleted by ertain kinds of C (viz., either one withthe features [+native,+temporal℄, or one that an be embedded under intransitiveverbs). Thus, the aount is fully parallel to the one given for tense/aspet-basedsplit ergativity in the preeding setion; the only relevant di�erene is that this time,it is the type of C node (rather than the type of T node) that determines whihv is seleted � one that indues ergative marking or one that indues ausativemarking. At this point, the tehnial issue arises of how seletion of v by C an beaomplished. However, sine several plausible possibilities suggest themselves (op-tions inlude seletion mediated by T; seletion via feature o-ourrene restritionsthat apply in the numeration; and diret seletion of one phase head by another, f.perfetive ontexts.As for alternative minimalist approahes, Ura (2006) proposes an analysis that looks fairly simpleat �rst sight: The relevant tense/aspet information responsible for ergative ase is assumed to beloated on v (rather than on T). As a matter of fat, Ura suggests that the ase feature assoiatedwith v is the tense/aspet-related feature; so ergative/ausative in e�et is tense/aspet of von DP (see Williams (1994) and Pesetsky & Torrego (2001) for related ideas). In my view, theassoiation of inherent tense/aspet features with v may be onsidered somewhat dubious; in asystem of lausal struture that envisages only two funtional heads below C, it should surelybe T, not v, where this kind of information is loated (also see footnote 7 of Ura (2006, 141)).Alternatively, one might assume that whereas tense/aspet information is inherently loated onT, the relevant features may also show up on v as a result of Agree (see, e.g., Adger (2003), whoargues for this on the basis of morphologial realization). However, one would then either haveto give up the assumption that probes are non-interpretable (tense/aspet is interpretable on T,and it would have to be uninterpretable on v), or one would have to abandon the hypothesisthat probes -ommand goals (if v ats as the probe); note that these are assumptions that an bemaintained in the present analysis despite adopting a heking (as opposed to valuation) approah.Furthermore, if tense/aspet on v is a goal feature (with tense/aspet on T an interpretable probe),this feature would have to have a dual status; for ase assignment to a DP, it would have to bea probe in addition. � Finally, in addition to these problems, whih are primarily of a oneptual
22



Chomsky (2005a)), I will not dwell on this issue here.39Similar lause type-based splits have been reported for other languages (seeDixon (1994, 101-104)), and similar analyses an presumably be given on the basisof the present approah.405.4. Three-Way SystemsBefore I turn to person-based split ergativity, �three-way� languages need to beaddressed. Here, ergative ase and ausative ase seem to o-exist togetherwith nominative (absolutive) ase; see, for instane, Dixon (1994), Bittner & Hale(1996b), Woolford (1997), Kiparsky (1999), and Stiebels (2002). The following datafrom Antekerrepenhe (Central Australia) in (24) and Nez Pere (Penutian) in (25)ome from Bittner & Hale (1996a, 51-52) (also see Woolford (1997) for a detaileddisussion of Nez Pere).(24) a. Arengke-ledog-erg aye-nheme-a ke-kebite-pst`The dog bit me.'b. Apwerte-lestones-ins atheI-erg arengke-nhedog-a we-kepelt-pst`I pelted the dog with stones.'. Arengkedog-nom nterre-kerun-pst`The dog ran.'and/or tehnial nature, there is the empirial problem that Ura's analysis requires additionalassumptions for languages where ergative ase does not depend on perfetive aspet or past tense.39 Note inidentally that the markers that Sierra Popolua uses for ergative ase in default on-texts orrespond to those it uses for nominative ase in embedded temporal lauses with a nativeomplementizer; similarly, the markers for absolutive ase in standard environments and for a-usative ase in the restrited ontext are morphologially idential. At �rst sight, this mightseem to favour theories of argument enoding in whih ergative is the same ase as nominative,and absolutive the same ase as ausative; see Levin & Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995, h.3),Bobaljik (1993), and other referenes in footnote 21. This potential problems disappears if morpho-logial realization an take into aount ontextual information (in addition to the respetive asefeatures themselves). In addition, note that the markers used for ergative ase and for nominativease also show up DP-internally as exponents of possession; so they are learly not on�ned to asingle syntati domain (like the vP). Still, integrating this morphologial evidene would requirea reanalysis of the approah to exponene of argument enoding given in Müller (2006).40 For instane, in Päri (Niloti), there is generally an ergative argument enoding pattern, but inpurposive lauses, an ausative pattern arises, with the sole (internal or external) argument of anintransitive verb marked in the same way as the external argument of a transitive verb. Again, itseems likely that the relevant di�erene an be tied to a property of C.23



(25) a. Wewúkiye-neelk-aj

pée-'wi-ye3i.3j-shoot-prf háama-nmman-ergi`The man shot an elk.'b. Hi-páayn-a3i-arrive-prf háamaman-nom`The man arrived.'Sine the present approah loates the soure for ergative and ausative in the asefeature of one and the same head (viz., v), it might seem at �rst sight as thoughthree-way languages pose a severe problem for a syntati analysis (that identi�estwo distint ases, ergative and ausative) in the present framework.41 In view ofthis state of a�airs, one might ontemplate assigning the languages in question a syn-tatially simple (ergative or ausative) marking pattern, where either the ergativeis reanalyzed as a nominative in an ausative system, or the ausative is reanalyzedas an absolutive in an ergative system, and the apparent ergative/nominative alter-nation or ausative/absolutive alternation is aounted for in the morphologialomponent (see, e.g., Murasugi (1992)).For the sake of onreteness, suppose that three-way systems are basially a-usative systems (reall that an absolutive of ergative enoding patterns is typiallymorphologially unmarked on a DP, whereas a nominative of ausative enodingpatterns an be marked on a DP). Then, we have to assume that there are nomina-tive allomorphs, e.g., le and Ø in Antekerrepenhe. In Distributed Morphology (Halle& Marantz (1993)), in�etional morphology is post-syntati: It realizes morpho-syntati feature bundles that are present in X0 positions in the syntax. Betweensyntax and morphology, morpho-syntati features are sometimes deleted; suh adeletion is brought about by impoverishment rules. Suppose now that Anteker-repenhe has an impoverishment rule like (26).(26) [ase:ext℄ → Ø/ v[¬∗case∗]41 In ontrast, optimality-theoreti approahes like those mentioned above predit three-way lan-guages to be entirely unmarked, on a par with regular ergative and ausative argument enodingpatterns. Simplifying a bit, these kinds of analyses typially envisage two onstraints induingase marking � one that requires ergative marking for external arguments of transitive verbs,and one that requires ausative marking for internal arguments of transitive verbs (all theseonstraints E and A). In addition, there is a on�iting onstraint that bloks realization of asemarking (*C). Consquently, fatorial typology implies that there an be four rankings that produefour basi grammar types: (i) A ranking E ≫ *C ≫ A produes a standard ergative pattern; (ii)a ranking A ≫ *C ≫ E gives rise to an ausative pattern; (iii) *C ≫ E, A results in no asemarking for either external or internal argument of a transitive verb; (iv), and �nally, a rankingE, A ≫ *C reates a three-way language. Arguably, suh a treatment fails to re�et the highlymarked status of three-way languages ross-linguistially.24



Aording to (26), nominative ase annot be morphologially realized on an externalor internal argument of v[¬∗case∗], i.e, of a v that does not have a ase feature toassign.42 Note that this would imply that heked probe features beome inertbut do not delete � otherwise a post-syntati morphology ould not distinguishbetween a v that does not assign ase in the �rst plae beause it shows up in anintransitive struture, and a v that has heked ase with an internal argument.One might argue that suh an analysis gives rise to a potential oneptual problemin that what arguably looks like a funtional motivation for ergative enoding in thesyntax is mimiked in morphology. I do not think that this problem is a real one,though; quite on the ontrary, suh an approah would give a funtional motivationto impoverishment operations, and thereby strengthen the overall onept. However,a morphologial approah may raise other problems that are real; Legate (2005;2006) (for Warlpiri, Djapu, and Kugu Nganheara) and Bierkandt (2006) (for Diyari)argue that there is evidene for the syntati presene of three ases. For this reason,I take it to be worth pursuing the question of whether the present approah ouldbe extended to over three-way systems in syntax after all.As it turns out, this is very well possible. Proeeding on the assumption thatthree-way languages are a marked phenomenon, we an assume that what is markedis that v an exeptionally be equipped with two [∗ase:int∗℄ features. In transitiveontexts, there are thus three potential ase features: [∗ase:ext∗℄ on T, and twoidential ase features on v: [∗ase:int∗℄, [∗ase:int∗℄. In suh a senario, the verysame dilemma arises that we have seen to arise with two ase features ([∗ase:ext∗℄on T, [∗ase:int∗℄ on v) in intransitive ontexts: There is one more ase featurethan there are argument DPs for heking. Again, one of the ase features hasto disappear. As before, suppression of the surplus feature is fored by a generalonstraint on numerations. Feature Balane is repeated here from (9).(27) Feature Balane:For every feature spei�ation [∗F:α∗℄, there must be a mathing feature spe-i�ation [F:α℄.Whih of the three features (two of them idential) has to go? It seems plausible toassume that [∗ase:int∗℄ on v an never go away if there are both DPext and DPintin the numeration (see Marantz (1991), Bittner & Hale (1996b), and Wunderlih(1997), where [∗ase:int∗℄ is in fat de�ned by the presene of an external argument-ommanding an internal argument). Consequently, if there are two [∗ase:int∗℄42 Thus, suh an approah to three-way language types would be similar in all relevant respetsto the impoverishment-based approah to argument enoding in Hindi developed in Keine (2007)that was mentioned above. 25



features present on v, [∗ase:ext∗℄ annot be instantiated on T in the numeration intransitive ontexts (alternatively, it is deleted; see above). As a result, in ausativeas well as ergative systems, DPext and DPint must both bear [ase:int℄ in transi-tive ontexts. However, in intransitive ontexts, only the unmarked ase feature isinstantiated: [∗ase:ext∗℄ shows up on T (and no [∗ase:int∗℄ feature an show upon v, let alone two of them).To sum up this subsetion, three-way languages an either be integrated into thepresent approah by pursuing the hypothesis that loser inspetion may reveal theunderlying systems to involve anonial ergative or ausative enoding patterns af-ter all (with the apparent three-way distintions aounted for morphologially, e.g.,by impoverishment); or they an be handled by assuming that v may exeptionallybear two ase features. Needless to say, the two possibilities are not mutually ex-lusive: The morphologial approah may well be orret for some languages, andthe syntati approah for others.5.5. Person-Based Split ErgativityLet me end this paper with some brief speulations on how to analyze person-basedsplit ergativity. The phenomenon that has reeived most attention in the literatureis person-based split ergativity in Dyirbal (see Dixon (1972; 1994)). In Dyirbal, anexternal argument DP of a transitive verb is marked ergative if it is a 3rd personpronoun or an item to the right of it on the person/animay sale in (28) (seeSilverstein (1976) for the original sale, and Aissen (1999; 2003) for a systematireonstrution). In ontrast, an internal argument DP of a transitive verb is markedausative if it is a 1st or 2nd person pronoun. All other types of argument DP failto be enoded by an overt marker.(28) Person/animay sale:1st person pronoun > 2nd person pronoun > 3rd person pronoun > propername > ommon noun, human > ommon noun, animate > ommoun noun,inanimateAt least at �rst sight, Dyirbal would thus seem to belong to the lass of languagesthat exhibit three-way systems, as disussed in the previous setion. In line withthis, the strategies for analysis are omparable: A person-based split may in priniplebe either a syntati or a morphologial phenomenon. Suh splits often seem to befuntionally motivated in the sense that only unexpeted, atypial on�gurations aremarked. A morphologial analysis ould look as follows: There is a zero allomorph Øthat results from impoverishment, where impoverishment rules might be motivatedby funtional onsiderations inorporating the Silverstein hierarhy in (28). Suh anapproah would seem to suggest itself for simpler ases of person-based argument26



enoding systems, among them most of the ases of di�erential subjet and objetmarking disussed in Aissen (1999; 2003). For Dyirbal, it would imply postulatinga two-ase system, with impoverishment operations that prelude morphologialrealization of ase features on prototypial external and internal arguments; onthis view, the ase features are only retained (for morphologial realization) on3rd person pronouns (and lower-ranked items on the person/animay sale) that areexternal arguments of transitive verbs, and on 1st or 2nd person pronouns that atas internal arguments of transitive verbs; in all other environments, ase featureswould be deleted.Alternatively, one may adopt a syntati approah that envisages three struturalases (ergative, ausative, and nominative/absolutive). This would basially be asin the ases disussed in the previous setion. However, there would be an additionalompliation: With simple three-way systems, the only relevant fator determiningwhih ase features are present is whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. Inaddition to this di�erene between transitive and intransitive verbs, ase featureinstantiation in numerations in Dyirbal would have to be sensitive to propertiesof the arguments (i.e., their rank on the person/animay sale). Tehnially, therequired rules for ase feature instantiations in the numeration in languages likeDyirbal do not pose any problem whatsoever; but sine I take it to be far from learthat a simpler, purely morphologial approah is exluded, I will not pursue thematter any more at this point.6. Conluding RemarksLet me sum up the main laims of this paper. I have suggested two parameters forargument enoding whih are ative in di�erent omponents of grammar: Whethera language employs ausative marking or ergative marking is deided in the syn-tax, by resolving an indeterminay in the order of the elementary operations Mergeand Agree on the vP yle. Whether a language employs ative marking or not isdeided in the numeration, i.e., pre-syntatially, by resolving an indeterminay inthe preservation of ase feature spei�ations in intransitive ontexts via marked-ness (hoie of the unmarked feature spei�ation), ioniity (hoie of the featurespei�ation with the same markedness status as the argument) or status-mathing(hoie of the feature spei�ation mathing the status � external vs. internal � ofthe argument).To the extent that this approah sueeds in apturing the main argument en-oding patterns in a simple way, it has potential reperussions on the theory ofparametrization: In the original version, it suggests that parametri variation an-not exlusively be due to variation in the (funtional) lexion, and that there must27



be a limited deision spae in the appliation of elementary operations in the syn-tax and in the numeration. However, it has turned out that extending the analysisto ases of tense/aspet-based (or lause-based) split ergativity might suggest aminimal modi�ation of the general approah that ties all parametri variation toproperties of lexial items (v, in the ase at hand) after all. If this latter approahis on the right trak, a more onservative approah to ross-linguisti variation anbe maintained.Furthermore, and independently of whih of the two basi versions of the gen-eral hypothesis is adopted (ranking Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree vs.diverging feature hierarhies on v), it is worth emphasizing that the present analysisruially depends on an inremental-derivational approah to syntax; the di�erenebetween an ausative and an ergative pattern boils down to whether DPext is or isnot yet part of the struture when the ase feature of v triggers Agree.To end this paper, let me stress that what preedes is not intended to be a om-prehensive theory of ausative vs. ergative patterns of argument enoding; for this,the analysis would have to be extended in various diretions. I will here on�ne my-self to mentioning two of them. First, in this paper I have only been onerned with`morphologial ergativity' (i.e., formal argument enoding by ase or agreement),and not at all with `syntati ergativity' (i.e., ases where DPext and DPint of Vi,and DPint of Vt are systematially treated on a par in the syntax by proesses dif-ferent from argument enoding); see Comrie (1989), Bobaljik (1993), Dixon (1994),and Bittner & Hale (1996a), among others. And seond, movement to SpeT hasbeen negleted in the preeding disussion; but this operation seems to be relatedto the nature of argument enoding to some extent. Possibly, these two issues ulti-mately redue to the question of whih argument quali�es as most `prominent' (i.e.,whih argument aquires `subjet' or `pivot' properties). Relevant fators here in-lude (a) external ase and (b) external argument status. With ausative markingpatterns, the two properties usually onverge (with notable exeptions like Ielandiquirky ase subjets); with ergative marking patterns, they usually diverge, and thismay plausibly be taken to underlie the substantial variation in promotion to subjetstatus that an be observed in the are of languages employing an ergative argumentenoding pattern.BibliographyAdger, David (2003): Core Syntax. Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York.Aissen, Judith (1999): Markedness and Subjet Choie in Optimality Theory, Nat-ural Language and Linguisti Theory 17, 673�711.Aissen, Judith (2003): Di�erential Objet Marking: Ioniity vs. Eonomy, NaturalLanguage and Linguisti Theory 21, 435�483.28
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